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Information About My College Papers:

The papers that I have written while a student at
Eastern Kentucky University are all here and
viewable. Some of them are response papers to
articles or other writings. These may not make total
sense. However, I believe they are still worth viewing.
The ones that are not responsive to something will
give a good read too. Take a look. I want feedback
from anyone who wishes to give it. I have labeled each
link to a paper with the class that it was done in and if
it was responsive or not. When a link to a paper says
"response to", that means the paper is going to be a
response to an article or other writing and may not
make as much sense (as one would like to get the full
story). When a link to a paper says "experience
in", that means the paper is a response to an
experience and will give the whole story. These papers
will be pretty good reads. The ones that have classes
only beside them aren't in response to anything like
that and will be understandable to anyone. To anyone
who reads my personal narratives for "Eng. 101 and
Eng. 102, please read the Eng.102 first because this
one is about my early years (bio), then go to the Eng.
101 paper for my later years to present years (bio).
The reason that he papers are arranged for the

personal narratives this way is that I took Eng. 102
first then I took Eng. 101.
The reasons to put responsive writing here would
include: First, giving my opinion on things that other
students might have given response to and therefore
give my voice to it. Second, maybe some people might
be curious about topics that students respond to and
so give an interesting point of view to the college
experience. Enjoy!!!!!!!

Note**These papers were written in school, so these
papers don’t have my usual opening “By God And
Richie Heinlein (In God I Trust And Write). So, in
keeping with the continuity of the papers—Keeping
the teacher’s required openings, these papers from
college don’t say that.

Papers (in PDF format by class at Eastern Kentucky
University): Links to papers divided by individual
semesters while in school and by individual classes
taken in those semesters are below in this section of
the table. (Marked “College Papers”)

